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Abstract: This work deals with automated machine learning (AutoML), which
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Introduction
Over the last few years we have witnessed an enormous success of artificial intel-
ligence. Thanks to advances in machine learning, a great variety of applications
emerged, ranging from automatized analyses of documents, through image recog-
nition to music recommendation. The artificial intelligence is also present in
medical research and has initiated the Industry 4.0. As so, it already influences
many parts of our everyday lives.

Most of these examples are however complex systems developed by large teams
of data scientists and machine learning experts. Every machine learning algo-
rithm depends on a set of hyperparameters which influence the learning process.
Because of that, to obtain good results they must be carefully chosen, otherwise
the algorithm fails to capture important relations in data. The design of a ma-
chine learning model is therefore a time-consuming process which requires lots of
fine-tuning often done by trial and error.

The character of the input data matters as well, sometimes a series of pre-
processing must be done before it is possible to analyse it. Moreover, powerful
machine learning methods, like neural networks, are usually very computationally
demanding, which further complicates the process.

As such, for small teams and non-experts it may be very difficult (or even
impossible) to develop a working machine learning system. Due to limitations in
time, budget or knowledge, instead of choosing the model best suited for their
purpose, they resort to simple methods with default settings. In some cases, this
approach may not even produce any satisfactory results.

The automated machine learning (AutoML) is a recent area of research that
aims to overcome these problems. It is a field that opens up the world of machine
learning to more people and facilitates the work of machine learning experts
as well. It encompasses systems that automatize a part of a machine learning
workflow, which is the iterative process of solving the given problem. Some
methods optimize the whole workflow, thus enabling the user to obtain decent
results even without any adjustments or data preprocessing. Other are aimed at
facilitating the model selection by proposing some models which can be further
optimized by experts.

Nevertheless, the results of AutoML systems are not always better than hand-
designed models. The reason is that in order to limit the running time without
impairing the result, compromises must be made. Existing systems usually limit
the architecture of the model or operate only with a small number of methods.
Although this approach works relatively well, it is not possible to discover novel
structures.

The goal of this work is to solve some of these limitations. We want to design
an extensive system that enables to create more complex model architectures
while also taking into account simpler structures with equally good results. To
do so, we explore existing systems and propose a a more general representation. A
machine learning model has the structure of a pipeline — a directed acyclic graph
with a logical order of methods. As it is hard to optimize this kind of structures
directly, we provide an encoding that converts an arbitrary pipeline to a tree
representation. This enables us to use the developmental genetic programming,
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which is a heuristic optimization method that operates on tree structures.
We will propose an evolutionary algorithm based on the developmental genetic

programming. The algorithm should find the most suitable model architecture
for a given problem as well as optimize the hyperparameters of every method con-
tained in the structure. As we design more complex pipelines which may induce
some overhead in evaluation time, we also introduce a performance estimation
method based on sampling which should reduce the overall running time of the
algorithm.

The whole system will be evaluated on a suite of publicly available datasets
— namely the OpenML-CC18 benchmark. This benchmark suite is tied with the
OpenML machine learning environment, which is a project that provides data of
results of previous runs on machine learning tasks. As such, we will be able to
compare our system with reference results.

This thesis has the following structure. Chapter 1 provides the necessary
theoretical background of this work. We first define the machine learning in
general (section 1.1), along with the process of model evaluation. We will also
describe the ensembles — combinations of models — in detail. Then we present
an overview of problems which are solved by AutoML systems (chapter 1.2). In
section 1.3, we define the evolutionary algorithms in a general way, as well as some
concepts relevant to our work, namely the multi-objective optimization. Next,
we continue with the description of a subfield of evolutionary algorithms, which
is the genetic programming. Specifically, we present the developmental genetic
programming which we will use in our work (section 1.4). Chapter 2 is dedicated
to existing AutoML systems, which are also compared with our approach. In
chapter 3 we present our solution in detail. The original evolutionary algorithm
for the search of ML pipelines is presented. We describe in what way we use
the developmental genetic programming and the character of the tree encoding
(section 3.1). Moreover, we discuss the performance estimation strategy used
in our work (section3.2). Finally, section 3.3 lists some implementation details
of our system along with utilized libraries. In chapter 4 we will examine the
general properties of our system and assess its performance. We first carry out an
experiment which compares the different sampling strategies proposed in previous
chapters (section 4.1). Next, we test the influence of genetic operators on the
quality of the solution (section 4.2). Finally, we evaluate our system on the
OpenmML-CC18 benchmark and present the results in section 4.3.
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1. Preliminaries
In this section we present the theoretical background of this work. We first define
the general concept of machine learning, then describe a modern area of machine
learning research — the automatic machine learning, or AutoML. Finally, we
dedicate two sections to the heuristic optimization method — evolutionary com-
putation and its subfield, genetic programming.

1.1 Machine learning
The field of machine learning (ML) encompasses a broad range of algorithms and
statistical methods for data processing. In his book on machine learning, Flach
provides the following general definition:

Machine learning is the systematic study of algorithms and systems
that improve their knowledge or performance with experience [Flach,
2012].

The knowledge of a system is gained through learning from experience. This
procedure is referred to as the training phase. In this process, the ML system
adjusts its parameters according to the nature of training data. The result of
the process is a prediction function which depends on learned parameters. By
applying this function on previously unseen data, denominated as the testing
data, we obtain the output of the algorithm. The result is then evaluated to
determine the performance of the method [Bishop, 2006, p. 2]. The character
of the learning process varies with different machine learning problems. There
are three main classes of ML tasks: supervised, unsupervised and reinforcement
learning.

In case of the supervised learning, the training data is a set of labelled ex-
amples (also called instances) and the task is to predict labels (also called the
target) of previously unseen data. The field is further subdivided into two groups.
If the labels are elements of a finite number of discrete categories, the problem is
called classification. Otherwise, if a label may be any real number, the problem is
called regression. In contrast to supervised learning, in unsupervised learning the
training data is unlabelled. The key task is then to divide the data into groups
of similar examples. The task of reinforcement learning is to find suitable actions
as to maximize a reward. The training data is in this case a history of previous
actions and corresponding rewards [Bishop, 2006, p. 3].

In all ML tasks, the actual learning process is influenced by the hyperparam-
eters of the algorithm. Not to be confused with the internal parameters which
are set during the learning process, the hyperparameters are the actual settings
of the algorithm. Often, the hyperparameters largely influence the success of a
particular method on a specific machine learning task.

In the following sections we elaborate on some important concepts of machine
learning. We will focus on supervised learning, as it is the subject of our work.
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1.1.1 Performance of machine learning models
In this section we describe the general terms related to performance evaluation
of machine learning models. We first present a formal definition of supervised
learning [Russell and Norvig, 2009, Mitchell, 1997].

Definition 1 (Supervised learning). Let X ⊂ ˜︂X be a set of examples (or also
feature vector) from an unknown space and y ⊂ ˜︁y a set of corresponding labels.
Moreover, let f : ˜︂X → ˜︁y be an unknown function that satisfies f(X) = y.
Then the task of supervised learning is to find a hypothesis function h which
approximates the function f by learning from the training set (X, y).

Suppose we have a model which learned a particular hypothesis h and we
want to determine whether it approximates f well. In other words, we want to
measure the difference between the output of the model and the real value of the
target — the error of the model. There are several types of metrics that can
be used as error functions. In case of classification, the simplest metric is the
error rate which is defined as the proportion of incorrectly classified instances —
examples x for which h(x) ̸= y. A related term is the predictive accuracy, which
is defined as the proportion of correctly classified examples [Flach, 2012, p. 54].

The performance of a model is thus tied with a small error rate. However, it
is important to note that good performance on training data does not ensure just
as good performance on new data. Sometimes the model performs exceptionally
well on training data, but fares much worse on testing data. This behaviour
is called overfitting, and it usually occurs when unnecessarily subtle details of
the data are learned. The opposite concept is called generalisation, which is the
ability to perform well on different types of testing data.

A related term is the so-called bias-variance dilemma, which is a phenomenon
closely related to model selection. The bias and variance of a model are defined
as follows [Casella and Berger, 2001, p.59, 356].

Definition 2 (Bias and variance). Bias of a model is the value E(ht(X)) − y,
where ht is a hypothesis learned from a particular training set t, and X and y is
the set used for evaluation. Variance of a model is defined as E[(ht(X)− y)2].

In practice, a model with few parameters will make some errors even with
sufficient training data, thus introducing a bias from the correct output. On the
other hand, by increasing the number of model parameters, it will highly depend
on training data. Then, with small changes in data there will be a high variance
in the output. A model with both small bias and small variance can rarely be
found, hence it is often necessary to choose the side that is less harmful to the
particular task. Also, a choice of a particular model can introduce an implicit
bias. For example, some models are linear, while other models consider that the
data is of a special distribution. As so, if the input data does not match the
assumptions, errors be made.

Another option how to approach the bias-variance dilemma is to use some
of the ensemble methods described in section 1.1.2. For example, bagging is a
method of variance reduction, while boosting noticeably reduces the bias [Flach,
2012, p. 93–94, 338].

The task of finding a model which performs well on a particular problem
instance is by no means straightforward. In practice, it is usually solved by
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iterative selection of model settings. As described in section 1.2, there are systems
which automatize a part of the process. Nevertheless, even these methods must
take into account the problems presented in this section.

1.1.2 Model ensembles
Model ensembles are powerful learning techniques that combine simpler models
to achieve better results. They are widely used in practice, specific examples can
be found in the review of Rokach [2009].

The rationale behind ensembles is also of theoretical character, namely from
statistics and from computational learning theory. In statistics, a general idea is
to average measurements to get more stable and reliable results. Here, the models
are trained on data samples or feature subsets and the results are then combined
into a final hypothesis [Flach, 2012, p. 330]. The computational learning theory
defines the term learnability, which describes whether a model outputs a correct
hypothesis by learning on random sets of instances from a unknown distribution.
A strong learner is a model which outputs most of the time a correct hypothesis.
It is not required that it always produces a hypothesis with error equal to zero,
as the set of chosen instances might be atypical or not representative enough.
Similarly, a weak learner is then a model which outputs most of the time a
hypothesis, which is slightly better than random guessing (i.e. has a success rate
over 0.5). A more detailed elaboration of the learnability theory is beyond the
scope of this work and can be found in books of [Flach, 2012] and [Mitchell, 1997].

The assumption of strong learnability may appear to be quite strict when com-
pared to the weak learnability, as the model must output a correct hypothesis on
almost all example sets. However, Schapire [1990] proved that a model is weakly
learnable if and only if it is strongly learnable. This was proven in a constructive
manner by iteratively correcting the errors of the hypotheses, thus boosting the
model. The boosting method has directly inspired one of the most successful
ensemble methods — the award winning AdaBoost [Freund and Schapire, 1996,
1997].

In the following paragraphs, we will present some of the most used ensemble
methods.

Bagging Bootstrap aggregating, usually abbreviated to bagging, is a highly ef-
fective ensemble method. First, n samples are independently taken from the
original dataset with replacement. This is referred to as bootstrapping. Then,
we use the samples to train an ensemble of n different models. It can be used
to generate predictions, which are then aggregated by voting or averaging into a
final prediction.

This method takes advantage of the statistical stability described at the be-
ginning of this section. As the examples are drawn with replacement, there will
be some instances missing in every sample. Thus, we introduce diversity between
the ensemble models [Flach, 2012, 331].

Boosting The above-mentioned boosting technique uses a different approach
to model combining. Before the learning process starts, we add weights to the
training examples (the base-learner must support weighting). Then, we learn the
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model on the modified training set, which produces a set of misclassified instances
along with the (weighted) training error. We then adjust the weights in such a
way that weights of the correctly classified examples decrease and those of the
incorrectly classified examples increase. Therefore, when we continue and learn
a new model on the data with changed weights, it will concentrate more on the
problematic instances.

The algorithm stops after a fixed number of iterations or when the weighted
training error increases over 0.5 — which is when the algorithm stops improving.
The resulting prediction is again an average of all model predictions, but with
putting more weight on models with a lower training error [Flach, 2012, 335].

1.2 AutoML
When using machine learning in practice, it is not always evident which model is
suitable for a particular problem. As a consequence of the ‘no free lunch’ theo-
rem [Wolpert and Macready, 1997], it is not possible for a single ML algorithm to
outperform all other methods for an arbitrary problem instance. As such, model
selection and hyperparameter choice must often be performed in order to obtain
a satisfactory result. Along with this, it is necessary to use more complex models
for some ML problems. For example, we may use some of the ensemble methods
which reduce bias or variance (section 1.1.2). Also, the data typically requires
some preprocessing before it can be passed to a ML algorithm, hence the model
becomes even more complex. All these aforementioned tasks require human ex-
pertise, and they are usually time-consuming. The automated machine learning
— AutoML — aims to automatize the process and make machine learning avail-
able even to non-experts [Zöller and Huber, 2019].

There seems to be no generally accepted definition of AutoML as for now.
According to Yao et al. [2018], “AutoML attempts to construct machine learning
programs . . . without human assistance and within limited computational budgets.”
Informally, AutoML encompasses methods that automatize a part of a machine
learning workflow. Examples of existing AutoML systems are presented in Chap-
ter 2.

1.2.1 Machine learning workflows
A machine learning workflow is the process of solving a particular machine learn-
ing problem. In literature, it is also labelled as a ‘machine learning pipeline’
Yao et al. [2018]. However, in the context of AutoML it may not be a suitable
term, as a pipeline is a set of methods logically arranged into a directed acyclic
graph (DAG), but the workflow itself is an iterative process, as can be seen in
Figure 1.1. The term pipeline generally denotes complex model structures which
comprise several feature preprocessing methods and/or model ensembles.

A workflow can be decomposed into well-defined steps, which are depicted
in Figure 1.1. The formulation of the problem and data collection is usually
performed by an expert from an unrelated field, whereas the rest is the task of
a machine learning scientist. The feature engineering comprises of initial data
cleaning and feature extraction. After that, a suitable machine learning model
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must be selected along with suitable hyperparameters. Finally, the resulting
model is evaluated, most often on a set of previously unseen validation data.

Problem 

formulation

Data 

collection

Use in 

practice

Feature 

engineering
Model 

selection
Evaluation

AutoML

Figure 1.1: A typical machine learning workflow

The process of solving the problem is iterative; it is usually necessary to try
out many different settings, as there are no algorithms that would perform well
on all types of problems. There are many possibilities in what to optimize. Some
models concentrate only on one part of the workflow, for example on automatic
feature engineering, other handle multiple steps at once. As mentioned above,
there is no general categorization of AutoML frameworks. Thus, in the following
sections we present only some AutoML approaches relevant to this work. For
more examples and a proposition of a general AutoML framework refer to Yao
et al. [2018].

1.2.2 Hyperparameter optimization
Automated hyperparameter optimization (HPO) is the most basic, but never-
theless very important task of AutoML. In the simple case, HPO is the task of
finding a hyperparameter setting of a machine learning algorithm that performs
the best on a given dataset. If we optimize multiple models at once, we obtain an
extended version of this problem — combined algorithm selection and hyperpa-
rameter optimization problem, or CASH for short. The task is then to select the
best combination of model and hyperparameter setting [Thornton et al., 2012].

By combining multiple hyperparameter spaces, we optain a very large search
space of possible models. There are several limitations which complicate the
search through this space. For large models (for example in deep learning) and
large datasets, the learning process and evaluation take a lot of time. Moreover,
the configuration space may be quite complex, with many continuous hyperpa-
rameters or some which depend on each other. It is also necessary to avoid
overfitting, which is not always obvious as the training set may not be large
enough.

Some examples of frameworks which try to solve the HPO are mentioned in
section 2. Various approaches are presented in the book written by Hutter et al.
[2018].

1.2.3 Creating model architecture
The creation of model architecture is a problem related to the HPO. It is an im-
portant part of the design of neural networks, which is currently a very popular
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area of research — neural architecture search (NAS). It also needs to be consid-
ered in traditional machine learning when employing model ensembles or several
feature preprocessing methos. The problem may be solved at the same time as
HPO, which however introduces even more complexity in the search space.

There are many difficulties that have to be solved when designing automated
architecture search methods. With increasing size of the search space the op-
timization time may become very long. Moreover, some complex models may
score only slightly better but at the cost of a considerably longer running time.
Also, evaluation cost of a single model may be very high, preventing the AutoML
system from being usable in practice.

The metalearning, which uses metaknowledge about previous results of ma-
chine learning algorithms (as described in the following section), can be very
useful in the process. It enables us to select models which performed well on
similar datasets, thus starting with promising models instead of spending time
on poor ones. This approach significantly speeds up the optimization process and
possibly improves the result [Vanschoren, 2018]. Another option is to estimate
the performance of the architecture. There are various approaches. For example,
we can evaluate the model on smaller subsets of data, which however introduces
some bias in the estimate. Another option is to decrease the training time, if it
is possible, and extrapolate the learning curve. More on this topic can be found
in a recent survey by Elsken et al. [2018].

1.2.4 Metalearning
The metalearning, also known as ‘learning to learn’ is a field closely related to
AutoML. The subjects of study of this approach are universal properties of data
and the learning process itself. Just as in case of the traditional learning —
called base-learning in this context — metalearning improves with experience.
The difference lies in the learning process. While base-learning comprises of a
single run on a specific task, metalearning may include several runs on many
different tasks.

One of the applications of metalearning is model recommendation. The input
data is most frequently a history of previous runs. First, we need to accumulate
some metadata to learn from. Mostly, the metadata contains algorithm per-
formance from past runs and metafeatures, which are artificial features based
on characteristics of input datasets. Using the metaknowledge learned from the
metadata, we can choose an algorithm that performed well on a dataset whose
metafeatures are similar to those of our dataset.

There are many other concepts used in metalearning; some are presented in
more detail in following chapters, others can be found in the book by Brazdil
et al. [2008] or in a recent survey by Vanschoren [2018].

1.3 Evolutionary computing
Evolutionary computing is a heuristic population-based optimization method in-
spired by Charles Darwin’s theory of natural selection Darwin [1859]. In a pop-
ulation, individuals with the best characteristics are most likely to reproduce,
thus passing the traits to the offspring. As the evolution is repeated over several
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generations, the most advantageous traits predominate. This phenomenon is also
called ‘survival of the fittest’.

In nature, every individual is defined by its genome — a long string of infor-
mation which determines all of its characteristics. The genome of an offspring
is created by combining the genomes of its parents. Therefore, it inherits some
features of both of the parents.

In evolutionary computing, we maintain a population of individuals. A ge-
nome of an individual represents a particular solution to the problem which we
optimize. A new individual can be created by randomly combining or altering
genomes of existing individuals. The ‘natural selection’ is realized according to
the fitness of the individual, which is determined by the quality of the corre-
sponding solution. The whole process can be understood as a stochastic search
through the space of all possible genomes [Engelbrecht, 2007].

1.3.1 Evolutionary algorithms in detail
A general schema of an evolutionary algorithm (EA) is presented in Algorithm 1.
Every evolutionary algorithm algorithm defines a suitable selection method, mu-
tation and/or crossover operators and a fitness function.

First, a population of individuals is initialized (line 2 of Algorithm 1). Then,
using the parent selection we choose two individuals for reproduction (line 8).
Using the reproduction operators, we create two new individuals, which are added
to the offspring population (lines 10–14). The reproduction is repeated with other
individuals until the offspring population is of the same size as the population
of parents. Afterwards, we create a new population via environmental selection
from the combined populations (line 16).

We continue with the process until a certain stopping condition is met (line 3).
The result of the algorithm is the last population, which should contain individ-
uals with a high fitness value.

In the following paragraphs, the components of the evolutionary algorithm
will be described in more detail.

Fitness and objective functions The goal of an optimization process is to
maximize or minimize a certain objective function. In other words, we try to find
a solution for which the objective value is extremal.

In case of evolutionary algorithms, we optimize a fitness function, which de-
termines the quality of an individual. It is an essential component of evolutionary
algorithms, as it also determines the chance of an individual surviving and re-
producing. To compute the fitness, we decode the genome of the individual to
obtain the actual solution. The result is then computed by applying the objective
function on the solution. As such, the fitness function and the objective function
are optimized simultaneously. Most frequently the value of both of the functions
is the same.

In the simple case, the fitness is tied only with one objective. To operate with
multi-objective fitness, some adjustments must be made, which is presented in
section 1.3.2.
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Algorithm 1: Evolutionary algorithm
Data: population size k, stopping condition c, crossover probability pcx

and mutation probability pmut

Result: evolved individuals
1

2 P (0)←− population of size k
3 while c is not met:
4 for individual ind:
5 f(ind)←− compute fitness
6

/* reproduction */
7 for i in range(k/2):

/* parent selection */
8 i1, i2 ←− select two individuals from P (n)
9 if pcx:

10 crossover(i1, i2)
11 if pmut for k = 1, 2:
12 mutation(ik)
13

14 add i1, i2 to offspring population Po(n)
15

/* environmental selection */
16 P (n + 1)←− select k individuals from Po(n) ∪ P (n)
17

18 return P (c)
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Selection The selection may be divided into two steps. The first is the parent
selection, also called mating selection (line 8 of Algorithm 1), and the second is
called environmental selection or recombination (line 16). Sometimes the latter
is omitted, as the selection can be limited to copying all offspring to the new
population.

The purpose of the parent selection is to select individuals for the mating
process. Usually, it is a probabilistic process with ‘better’ individuals being more
likely to be selected. The worse individuals have some chance to be selected
as well for the sake of maintaining diversity in the population. An example of
the mating selection is the tournament selection, where individuals ‘compete’ in
rounds and the overall winner is selected. A round is won by an individual, if it
has a greater fitness value.

The environmental selection is used to create a new population. Unlike the
mating selection which is a stochastic process, replacement is usually determin-
istic. Individuals with a higher fitness are usually preferred as in the first type of
selection, but the decision may take into account the age of the individuals. As
such, it is possible to include or not to include the parents along with the offspring.
A popular option is to directly choose a small number of the most successful in-
dividuals. This method is called elitism [Eiben and Smith, 2015]. A widely used
elitist selection algorithm is the NSGA-II, which is used for multiobjective fitness
functions and is described in more detail in section 1.3.2.

Crossover and mutation The crossover and mutation (also called reproduc-
tion operators [Engelbrecht, 2007]) are genetic operators that modify the struc-
ture of individuals to create new ones. Both operations are highly dependent on
problem encoding, as they directly alter the structure of individuals. An example
of the operators can be found in section 1.4.1. In the schema of the evolutionary
algorithm, reproduction operators are applied on parents selected by the mating
selection, as can be seen on lines 10 and 12.

During the crossover, the genetic information of the parents is combined into
one or more children. Often, two parents are used to produce two offspring,
though the counts may differ in some special types of evolutionary algorithms.
Ideally, if we have two parents with different but nevertheless ‘good’ features, the
offspring receives both of them [Eiben and Smith, 2015].

The mutation is a stochastic operator which is used to introduce diversity
into the population. It randomly alters the genome in hope of creating a more
fit individual. Thus, it must be applied with care, as it is also possible that some
‘good’ parts of the genome may become distorted in the process. This can be
avoided by setting a low mutation probability or by elitism.

Stopping criteria Some commonly used stopping criteria, as listed by Engel-
brecht, are for example a limit on the number of generations, an objective function
threshold, or termination after no improvement is observed [Engelbrecht, 2007].

The advantage of evolutionary algorithms is such that there are potentially
many different solutions present in every population. With well defined selection
and fitness, the algorithm performs a multi-directional search. In comparison
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with other directed search methods, this proves to be a more robust approach
[Michalewicz, 1996], Mitchell [1997].

1.3.2 Multi-objective optimization
In many problems, the quality of the solution depends on more than one objective
function. With this, it is much harder to say whether one solution is strictly better
than another. Multi-objective optimization (MOO) formally describes this class
of problems. We first define the general terminology and then present MOO in
evolutionary computation.

In an optimization problem, the task is to maximize or minimize the objective
function f(x), where x is a vector from the search space. The problem may also
be restricted by constraints in the form of equalities and inequalities. In multi-
objective optimization, the setting remains the same, but the objective function
changes to an objective vector — for objective functions fi(x), i = 1, . . . , k, the
objective vector is defined as f(x) = (f1(x), f2(x), . . . , fk(x)).

Although the problem setting is similar, the meaning of optimality needs to
be redefined. For once, given a pair of solutions, one solution may be better
than the other solution in one objective function and worse in another. For this
purpose, we need the following definition.

Definition 3 (Domination). In a minimization problem, a vector x1 dominates
a vector x2 if and only if
• ∀i ∈ {1, . . . , k} : fi(x1) ≤ fi(x2), and
• ∃j ∈ {1, . . . , k} : fj(x1) < fj(x2)

As it is possible to have solutions where neither one dominates the other, it
is impossible to determine one optimal solution. Hence we define the Pareto-
optimality [Engelbrecht, 2007, p. 551-561, 569–573].

Definition 4 (Pareto-optimality). A vector x1 is said to be Pareto-optimal, if
there is no other vector x2 that dominates it. The Pareto-optimal set P ∗ is the set
of all non-dominated solutions. Finally, the Pareto-optimal front (Pareto front)
is defined as PF ∗ = { f = (f1(x∗), . . . fk(x∗)) | x∗ ∈ P ∗) }.

If we use the evolutionary computation to solve multi-objective problems, the
algorithm needs to be modified. As not all individuals are directly comparable,
we cannot use the selection operators defined in 1.3. As such, there are various
approaches on how to solve this problem, which can be divided into three groups:
• Weighted aggregation — define a single objective function as a weighted

sum of sub-objectives and proceed with standard evolutionary algorithm
• Population-based non-Pareto solutions — works with the sub-objectives,

but does not use the dominance
• Pareto-based solutions — tries to approximate the Pareto front
From these three groups, we describe in more detail a Pareto-based algorithm.

More examples are presented in [Engelbrecht, 2007, p. 170-173]. The algorithm is
called Nondominated sorting genetic algorithm (NSGA). It is a ranking selection,
which means that individuals are sorted by their fitness values and the selection
is performed with regard to the ordering.
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To compute the fitness, the individuals are divided into non-dominated fronts.
This is done by finding a Pareto front of a subpopulation, assigning a front
number to its individuals and removing the from the subpopulation. The process
is repeated with front numbers increasing until no unassigned individuals remain.
Every front then obtains a dummy fitness value, where the fitness of a front F (n)
is better than the fitness of F (n + 1). Moreover, for every individual, the value is
divided by a niching factor (while keeping the fitness inequality). For a distance
metric d and a parameter σshare, the niching factor is defined as

N(i) =
∑︂
j ̸=i

S(d(i, j)),

where S is a sharing function computed as

S(d(i, j)) =

⎧⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎩
1−

(︄
d(i, j)
σshare

)︄2

, if d(i, j) < σshare

0, otherwise.
(1.1)

This is the definition from the original article of Srinivas and Deb [1994], but it
can be computed in a different manner, for example as the count of individuals
closer than σshare [Engelbrecht, 2007].

As the algorithm has some drawbacks, like dependence on σshare, a very high
computational complexity and lack of elitism, the authors of NSGA have pro-
posed an improved variant called NSGA-II. This algorithm not only adresses the
above-mentioned problems, it also outperforms other elitist algorithms [Deb et al.,
2002]. An extended version — the NSGA-III — designed for the many-objective
optimization (with four or more objectives) has also been developed [Deb and
Jain, 2014].

1.4 Genetic programming
In this section, we present a subfield of evolutionary computing — the genetic
programming (GP) — where the population is a set of computer programs. The
aim of this technique is to evolve programs that provide a good solution to the
given problem. There are various approaches in means of how to represent the
individuals and what kind of genetic operators to use.

1.4.1 Tree-based genetic programming
The individuals are most frequently represented in the form of syntax trees. Inner
nodes of the tree are functions, whereas leaves are constants and variables (ter-
minals). Together, all possible functions and terminals form the primitive set.
Every function of the set must have a well-defined arity value.

The fitness is usually computed by running the program and assessing its per-
formance. Sometimes, the fitness is impaired by a phenomenon called the bloat.
A bloat occurs when the GP tree grows in size without significant improvement
in fitness. The result may be even worsened by parts of the tree which do not
contribute in any way to the solution. As such, some countermeasures need to
be adopted, for example it is possible to add a second objective to the function
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that minimizes the number of nodes [Poli et al., 2008, p. 24–26]. More about
multi-objective optimization can be read in section 1.3.2. We also mention other
bloat-reducing approaches in Chapter 3.

The initialization step of the genetic programming is very important, as there
are many different ways how to design trees. Also, specialized genetic operators
need to be designed. On the other hand, the selection step remains largely the
same [Poli et al., 2008].

Now we describe the components of evolutionary algorithm which are specific
for the genetic programming along with some important general characteristics
of the GP.

Type consistency An important property of GP is the closure. That is, a
function must be able to accept any subtree as its argument and produce a
valid output if it is evaluated. This enables the reproduction operators to work
properly, as otherwise a lot of invalid individuals would be generated. As a
consequence, in simple GP all functions have arguments of a single type and
produce output of the same type. A more complex case is the strongly typed
GP. It constraints the primitive set in such a way that every primitive has a
well-defined output type and in addition, every function defines input types of its
arguments. With this we lose the closure property, so the genetic operators need
to be designed in a more careful way [Poli et al., 2008, p. 21].

Initialization During the initialization, the nodes of the tree are selected from
the primitive set which is provided as input to the algorithm [Koza, 1992]. As
was mentioned, there are various methods of initialization. We will present two
methods that are among the simplest and most used ones — grow and full.

In both cases, nodes are selected at random and inserted to the tree up to
a certain height limit. The two methods differ only in the way how nodes are
selected. The grow method allows to select both functions and terminals before
the limit is reached; afterwards, only terminals can be inserted. The full method
restricts the selection only to functions on all levels but the last one, thus gener-
ating a full tree. Leaves are then chosen from the terminal set like in the previous
approach.

The drawback of the full method is that all trees are very similar. On the
contrary, the grow method generates a wide range of sizes and shapes, but the
number of nodes in a tree might be too small. Because of that, a method called
ramped half-and-half is often used in practice. It combines both of the presented
methods; half of the population is generated using the full method, the other one
via the grow method. Also, instead of one height limit, a range of values is used
to introduce more diversity. [Poli et al., 2008]

In strongly typed GP, the initialization must not violate the typing. As such,
when inserting a node into the tree, we randomly choose node whose output type
matches the argument type of its parent.

Genetic operators The most common type of crossover is the subtree crossover
of two individuals. A random node — the crossover point — is selected in each
individual independently. Then, subtrees corresponding to the points are ex-
changed between them.
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Similarly, the most used mutation technique is the subtree mutation. Just
like in subtree crossover, a mutation point is chosen randomly. Afterwards, the
corresponding subtree is entirely replaced by a new randomly generated tree.
Another possibility is to swap a node with a different one from the primitive set
— this is called the point mutation.

In case of the strongly typed GP, the result of all genetic operations must
be a valid individual. This means that during the crossover we can swap only
these subtrees whose roots have a common output type and in subtree mutation
the new tree has a root of the same output type as the previous one. In point
mutation we must generate a node with the same input types and output type
as the old node has. [Poli et al., 2008]

1.4.2 Developmental genetic programming
In simple GP, it is not possible to directly evolve other graph structures than
trees. There are other types of GP that enable this, but individuals and genetic
operators may become fairly complex. However, there is also a subfield of tree-
based GP — developmental GP — which allows to indirectly evolve not only
arbitrary graphs, but also much more complex real-world structures.

The key concept of the developmental genetic programming is the specific
cellular encoding of individuals. It was first presented by Gruau [1994] as a form
of evolution of neural network architecture. In cellular encoding, an embryo is
a basic structure from which all individuals are created. The root of the GP
tree corresponds to this cell, and every subtree corresponds to operations which
modify specific parts of the cell. In the case of neural networks, these operation are
for example node insertion or parallel/serial duplication of a part of the network.
John Koza has used the developmental GP to evolve analogue circuits [Koza et al.,
1998]. With this, it was even possible to achieve human-competitive result, that
is, reinventing a circuit that has been previously designed for a specific purpose
by hand.

In our work we are using developmental GP to evolve ML workflows, which
have the structure of a directed acyclic graph. We present this in more detail
in Chapter 3 along with specific examples of the encoding and of modifying
operations.
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2. Related work
The goal of this work is to design an AutoML system for pipeline optimization.
As such, we present existing AutoML systems in this chapter to provide insight
into this recently emerged field. There are several approaches, with every sys-
tem focusing on a different aspect of the problem. The examples are divided
into two groups, where the first one comprises of methods focusing mainly on
simple models, and the second one of systems which enable more complex ar-
chitectures. Finally, we compare the systems, which used a similar approach in
pipeline structure representation, with the system designed by us.

Hyperparameter optimization methods The first attempt to solve the
CASH problem (defined in section 2) was the AutoML system Auto-WEKA
[Thornton et al., 2012]. It employs a Bayesian optimization method to find the
optimal set of hyperparameters. To solve the model selection at the same time,
an artificial hyperparameter which represents the selected model is added to the
system. Other specific hyperparameters are induced from its value — for example
the hyperparameters of the model itself or subestimators of ensembles. The same
principle holds also for feature preprocessing methods.

The successor of Auto-WEKA, Auto-sklearn, improved existing systems by
adding a metalearning step to the algorithm. The optimization step is the same
as in Auto-WEKA, but the algorithm is warm-started via a history of most suc-
cessful models on similar datasets. In the end, the resulting models are combined
together to a specific ensemble. This is done to take advantage of all poten-
tially good methods instead of choosing only one (not necessarily the best) and
discarding the rest [Feurer et al., 2015].

Although these systems work quite well in practice, only a small number
of model architectures is supported. The algorithms used in Auto-WEKA are
general enough, but the number of subestimators is limited to 5, and only base-
learners can be used. Auto-sklearn abandoned ensembles altogether in the op-
timization process, and it does not support an arbitrary ensemble in the final
step of the algorithm. The reason behind this limitation is that by increasing the
model complexity the configuration space becomes too large.

A similar system has been developed for the purpose of automatic tuning of
neural networks — Auto-Net [Mendoza et al., 2016].

Architecture search The search for an ideal model architecture can be un-
derstood as a part of the CASH problem. This subfield of AutoML has recently
gained in popularity with the demand for automated neural architecture search
(NAS) [Elsken et al., 2018]. It also encompasses the task of pipeline design.

NAS is the process of optimization of deep neural network architectures. It
may be seen as a subfield of AutoML, as along with the architecture search it may
perform a hyperparameter optimization. It has already been successful in some
problem classes like image recognition or object detection, where its architectures
outperformed those designed by hand. In the paper by Elsken et al. [2018], the
NAS methods are classified according to three dimensions — search space, search
strategy and performance estimation strategy. The search space is understood as
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all possible neural network architectures that can be created with the automatic
method. The search strategy classifies the method used for architecture optimiza-
tion — some examples include the already mentioned evolutionary algorithms and
Bayesian optimization, as well as the reinforcement learning or random search.
Finally, the performance estimation strategies are aimed at reduction of running
time. These include ‘lower fidelities estimates’, for example training on subsets
of data or for fewer epochs. Another option is the ‘learning curve extrapolation’.
Finally, a mate-learning like approach is to warm-start the new networks by set-
ting the weights according to previous networks, while focusing on developing
new architectures.

There are only few systems that allow unlimited pipeline sizes. The system
RECIPE uses grammar-based GP (another subfield of GP which utilizes gram-
mars to constraint the tree structure) to evolve pipelines, but still limits the size of
the pipeline [de Sá et al., 2017]. There are two systems which support arbitrary-
sized pipelines. One of them is TPOT, which uses genetic programming to evolve
tree-based models. The root of the tree represents a single estimator whereas the
branches are feature preprocessing methods [Olson et al., 2016]. The other system
— ML-Plan — is based on hierarchical planning [Mohr et al., 2018]. Both of the
methods support a chain of feature preprocessors, including feature union and
stacking (ensemble methods which construct new features from subestimators).

Nevertheless, none of these methods support more complex ensemble struc-
tures. The system GP-ML developed by Křen et al. [2017] uses the strongly
typed functional programming to develop an arbitrary pipeline structure. This
type of GP is partly similar to the developmental GP, as every node represents a
function. However, the constraints on the structure are specified in the language
of functional programming, which is very different from our approach.

Comparison of our system with TPOT Our system relates most to TPOT,
as it uses genetic programming to optimize the pipelines. However, instead of
using the simple GP like TPOT does, we use the developmental GP which enables
us to create more complex ensemble structures. For instance, TPOT uses only
the stacking ensemble, which combines the output of its base-estimator with the
input data, whereas in our work we use for example the voting ensemble, which
combines the output of several base-estimators. However, the main difference
is that in our system, the pipelines are composed from a feature preprocessor
chain and of an estimator, which may be in fact another pipeline with the same
structure. In TPOT, there is also a feature preprocessor chain, but at the end of
the pipeline, there must be a simple base-estimator. As such, it is impossible to
create nested structures as in our case.

TPOT also focuses more on the feature preprocessing step of the workflow,
introducing additional built-in transformers beyond the scikit-learn provided al-
gorithms, for example a more scalable OneHotEncoder or the stacking ensemble.
TPOT uses either a standard tournament selection or NSGA-II and multiobjec-
tive fitness. The latter is however composed from the score and the tree size,
whereas our system uses the score and evaluation time.

The three dimensions of the optimization, which were mentioned in the con-
text of NAS, may be partly applied to pipeline optimization as well. For example,
the search space of our method are all pipelines, whereas the TPOT operates on
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the search space of tree based pipelines. In both cases, the search strategy is the
genetic programming, more precisely the developmental GP in our case. Lastly,
both performance estimation strategies of TPOT and of our system are based
on ‘lower fidelities’ — our model proposes sampling strategies and reduces the
instance count, whereas in TPOT there has been recently introduced a special
biologically inspired feature selection that significantly reduced the running time
[Le et al., 2018].

Comparison of our system with GP-ML The idea behind GP-ML is to
separate the actual ensemble methods from the splitters and combinators. A
splitter is a method that takes input data and splits or copies them into new data;
the result is then passed to base-estimators. The combiner in turn combines the
output of the estimators into a final output.

Compared with our system, this approach is more general, as in our case both
splitting and combining is implicitly defined by a specific ensemble, which acts
as a black box. Thus, if we want to combine a specific splitting strategy with a
combining function, we must define a new ensemble. On the other hand, as the
developmental GP has a simpler constraint interface, the extensibility is probably
easier. Moreover, it is more easily convertible to scikit-learn pipeline API, which
opens up the optimization space for new methods. Lastly, to represent a pipeline
as an individual of GP-ML, it is necessary to utilize more nodes than in our case.
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3. Our solution
In our solution we design an AutoML system for workflow optimization based on
developmental genetic programming. Compared to most of the existing systems
it supports arbitrary-sized pipelines as well as complex ensemble structures. An
overview of the process is shown in Algorithm 2.

The input of the algorithm is the dataset for which we want to find an opti-
mized pipeline, and configuration of the system. The latter comprises of settings
of the underlying evolutionary algorithm, configuration related to encoding (Ta-
bles 3.1 and 3.2.1, or a user-defined alternative), and an evaluation method along
with the metric used for scoring.

The dataset provided to the algorithm must be already preprocessed to some
extent, as no imputation of missing values or string feature encoding is performed.
On the other hand, feature selection and scaling is a part of the algorithm.

When everything is set up, we run the developmental GP optimization (line 2
of Algorithm 2), which operates with pipelines in a tree-based representation.
The output of this algorithm are individuals which performed the best on the
given dataset. The individuals are decoded into pipelines (line 3) and returned
as the final output of the algorithm.

The process of the developmental GP along with the specific tree encoding of
individuals is described in more detail in section 3.1. Evaluation of pipelines and
implementation details as well as relation to scikit-learn (Pedregosa et al. [2011])
are presented in section 3.2.

Algorithm 2: Pipeline optimization — main
Data: dataset d, configuration c
Result: optimized pipelines

1

2 individuals←− run developmental GP on d with c
3 pipelines←− compile(individuals)
4

5 return pipelines

3.1 Evolutionary optimization of pipelines
In this section, we describe the necessary components of the evolutionary algo-
rithm. The process corresponds to the scheme of a general evolutionary algorithm
(Algorithm 1). A more detailed scheme is presented in Algorithm 3.

The input of the algorithm is the population size, maximum number of gener-
ations (which defines the stopping condition), probabilities of a genetic operator
being applied, node arity and tree height limits.

At the beginning, the initial population of individuals, that is, encoded pipe-
lines, is generated and evaluated (lines 12 and 14). If an error occurred during
the evaluation of a pipeline, the corresponding individual is removed from the
population. New individuals are then generated and evaluated until a valid one
is found.
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We then run the actual evolutionary optimization (line 19). In every genera-
tion, we first perform the parent selection of individuals for reproduction (line 22).
Then, the genetic operators are applied with well-defined probabilities one after
another (lines 23–31). The newly created offspring are evaluated and added to
population of offspring; in case of invalid fitness, we generate a valid individual
instead (lines 33–36). Finally, the next generation is created by performing the
NSGA-II selection on population of offspring and parents combined (line 38).

In the following sections we describe the components of this particular evo-
lutionary algorithm in detail. The encoding of pipelines is summarized in sec-
tion 3.1.1, and the initialization procedure is explained in section 3.1.2. All
reproduction operators are presented in section 3.1.3. Finally, the selection and
fitness are specified in section 3.1.4.

3.1.1 Individual encoding

Chain of feature 

preprocessors

Subpipeline 1

Subpipeline 2

Subpipeline 3

Ensemble

Input data
Final 

prediction

Figure 3.1: Scheme of an example pipeline

The encoding is one of the most important parts of this system. The individual
represents a particular ML pipeline, which is composed of a chain of feature
preprocessing methods and of a final estimator. Additionally, we may allow more
complex pipeline steps like ensembles and complex feature preprocessing methods
like stacking or feature union (some of these methods are described in the book by
Brazdil et al. [2008]). In such case, most of the pipelines become in fact directed
acyclic graphs (Figure 3.1). Therefore, we cannot directly use the simple tree-
based encoding. Instead we use the developmental GP with cellular encoding
described in section 1.4.2.

In our case, the embryo is an empty pipeline. To create a complex pipeline,
we modify it by inserting steps into it.

The process can be demonstrated on Figure 3.2. The root of the tree repre-
sents the embryo which will be modified by subsequent operations. In this case,
the left subtree modifies the ensemble structure whereas the right subtree modi-
fies the feature preprocessor chain. The pipeline contains only one preprocessor,
hence the right subtree is terminated by the corresponding node, PCA in this
case. The left child can be either an ensemble or a simple method. Here it is the
AdaBoost ensemble which has one base classifier. The subestimator is again a
pipeline, which is composed of a MinMaxScaler and Stochastic gradient descent
classifier. The specific hyperparameters of every pipeline step are stored aside
the nodes and are not depicted in the figures.
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Algorithm 3: Pipeline optimization — developmental GP
Data: population size k, maximum number of generations max gen, crossover

probability pcx, mutation probabilities pmut, pmut node, pmut args, height
and arity limits max height and max arity

Result: evolved tree individuals
1

2 def evaluate(ind):
3 pipe←− compile(ind)
4 score, time←− cross-validate pipe on a sample
5 ind.fitness←− (score, log(time))
6

7 def generate valid():
8 while score is not valid:
9 ind←− initialize a new individual

10 score←− evaluate(ind)
11

/* run developmental GP */
12 P (0)←− initialize population of GP trees
13

/* compute fitness of initial population */
14 for ind in P (n):
15 evaluate(ind)
16 if fitness is not valid:
17 generate valid(ind)
18

/* the process of evolution */
19 while n < max gen:
20

/* reproduction */
21 for i in range(k/2):
22 i1, i2 ←− tournament selection from P (n)
23 if pcx:
24 crossover(i1, i2) /* subtree crossover */
25

26 if pmut for k = 1, 2:
27 mutation(ik) /* subtree mutation */
28 if pmut node for k = 1, 2:
29 node mutation(ik) /* node mutation */
30 if pmut args for k = 1, 2:
31 arg mutation(ik) /* hyperparameter mutation */
32

33 if evaluate(ik) for k = 1, 2:
34 add ik to offspring population Po(n)
35 else:
36 generate valid(ik) and add to Po(n)
37

38 P (n + 1)←− NSGA-II selection from Po(n) and P (n)
39

40 return Pareto front of P (c)
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(a) Tree encoding

PCA
MinMax-

Scaler
SGD Ada

(b) Encoded pipeline

Figure 3.2: An example pipeline encoded into a tree individual. The word cPipe
stands for our pipeline representation, other acronyms refer to corresponding
ML methods — the AdaBoostClassifier ensemble method, SGD classifier and
preprocessing methods PCA and MinMaxScaler.

Table 3.1 lists all nodes used in the current implementation of our system.
There are several nodes that represent structure altering operations. The most
common nodes are cPipe and cPred, which create a pipeline in the model. The
pipeline is composed from an estimator and, in case of cPipe, of a feature prepro-
cessor chain. The estimator may be another pipeline or a single base estimator.

The nodes cFeatSelect, cScale and cData all create the feature preproces-
sor chain. The first node creates a chain that contains only a feature selection
method, the second creates a chain with a scaling method and the last creates a
chain with both types of preprocessors. This way, the methods may be logically
ordered one after another. The last node which operates with preprocessing meth-
ods is dUnion. It inserts a feature union into the preprocessor chain — a method
that takes several feature preprocessing methods and combines the outputs into
a final output.

Lastly, we define a specific node for every ensemble, preprocessing and classi-
fier method which is present in 3.2.1. The purpose of these methods is to define
which particular method should be inserted into a pipeline.

In order to produce reasonable pipelines (i.e. with correct logical ordering
of methods), we use the strongly typed genetic programming. This means that
a node has a well-defined input and output type. Formally, the input type of
a function node is defined as a Cartesian product of types, whereas the output
type is a single type; terminals have only the output type specified. Output
types of child nodes must match the input type of parent node. The list of nodes
is extensible, it is possible to add a definition of similar nodes, e.g. a different
ensemble flavour like stacking. The nodes that are specific for a given estimator
correspond to the list of methods in section 3.2.1. To decode the pipeline, the
tree is traversed from root to leaves while applying the operations associated with
the nodes.

3.1.2 Initialization
To initialize an individual, we use a modified grow method (the original algorithm
is described in section 1.4.1). For the initialization process, we define two sets
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Table 3.1: Nodes representing modifying operations

Node1 In type2 Out type3 Operation

cPipe ens × data out Create pipeline with a prepro-
cessor chain and a predictor

cPred ens out Create pipeline only with a
predictor

cData featsel × scale data Create preprocessor chain with
feature selector and scaler

cFeatSelect featsel data Create preprocessor chain only
with a feature selector

cScale scale data Create preprocessor chain only
with a scaler

dUnion datan data Create feature union in the
preprocessor chain

ensemble outn ens Insert ensemble
classifier ∅ out Insert classifier
selector ∅ featsel Insert feature selector
scaler ∅ scale Insert scaler
1There is one specific node per ensemble, classifier and preprocessor present
2Variable arity is allowed (i.e. n ∈ [1, max arity])
3In the last level classifier and preprocessing can have output type ens and data resp.

of nodes. The first (Sgrow) is a set of functions and terminals and is used in
the growing phase, that is, until the height limit is reached. The second set
(Sterm) contains all terminals contained in the first set, and also some additional
terminals — copies of all classifier nodes, but of output type ‘ens’, and copies of
all preprocessors, but instead of type ‘data’. The reason of this is that if there is
a cPipe, cPred or dUnion node (Table 3.1) in the penultimate level of the tree,
there is no terminal to terminate with in the first set. Thus, the second set is
defined as to be able to finish the initialization properly.

Algorithm 4 shows the process in detail. Along with the two sets it takes as its
input the height and arity limits and the dictionary of method hyperparameters
associated with the nodes. First, we determine the height of the tree as a random
number between 1 and max height, which is the hyperparameter of our system
(line 2). If the selected height is one, we directly return a random classifier from
Sterm. Otherwise, we insert one of the pipeline creating operations into the tree
(line 3).

The tree is then grown from root, choosing nodes from Sgrow or Sterm respec-
tively. When inserting a node, we first choose a function which has any argument
without a child associated with it. To preserve the type consistency, we randomly
select a node whose output type matches the type of this argument. Also, we
choose its hyperparameters and, if it is a function, we define its arity (this is
described in section 3.1.4). Finally, the node can be inserted as a child of the
function into the tree (lines 8–21). This process ends as soon as all functions
have a child for every argument. The output of the algorithm is the generated
individual.
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Algorithm 4: Modified grow method for individual initialization
Data: maximum height max height, maximum arity max arity, sets of

nodes Sgrow and Sterm, hyperparameter dictionary H
Result: generated individual

1

2 h←− randomly select tree height from interval [1, max height]
3 if h > 1:
4 set cP ipe or cPred as the root of ind

5 else:
6 return a random classifier from Sterm

7

8 while ind has a function with a child missing:
9 f ←− a parent node which can accept a child

10 tf ←− argument input type of f
11 hnode ←− height at which the node is inserted
12

13 if hnode < h:
14 S ←− Sgrow

15 else:
16 S ←− Sterm

17 node←− randomly choose a node from S with output type tf

18 node.arity ←− choose arity(node, max arity)
19 node.hyperparams←− choose hyperparams(node, H)
20

21 add the child node as an argument of f

22 return ind

As terminals are inserted in the growing phase as well, the tree may become
smaller than the height limit. However, if the tree were built using the full
method, it would introduce a lot of feature preprocessing methods for taller trees.

Weighted selection During the node selection, we use weights to manage the
probability of a node to be chosen. The motivation is that some nodes represent
lightweight methods which have a short execution time, whereas some nodes slow
down the evaluation process, especially when present multiple times in the tree.
In other words, this is one of the bloat-reducing techniques used in our work.

The process is as follows: every node is assigned to a group and each group
has a well defined weight. When selecting a particular node with output type
out, we first determine all groups G which correspond to any node with output
type out. Then we select a group g from G by a weighted random choice. Finally,
the node is selected by a simple random choice from g.

The default values of weights are shown in Table 3.2. Every node from Ta-
ble 3.1 is part of exactly one of the groups — cPipe and cPred nodes are in
group pipeline, the group union contains only the dUnion node and transform is
the group of cData, cFeatSelect and sScale nodes. The rest of the groups corre-
sponds to nodes specific for a given machine learning methods, that is, predictor
is a group of all classifiers and so on. The ensemble l is a group of ‘lightweight’
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ensembles; it contains the voting ensemble, which is not so computationally de-
manding as for example the AdaBoostClassifier, and therefore it can be selected
more frequently.

Table 3.2: Default weights of node groups

Group name Weight

pipeline 1.0
union 0.3
transform 1.0
prepro 1.0
ensemble 0.5
ensemble l1 1.0
predictor 1.0
1less demanding ensembles

Variable arity Some nodes, e.g. ensemble nodes, may have a variable arity.
For example, a voting may have two base estimators or many more, but the actual
model combination method remains the same. Therefore, it is represented by a
single node type for convenience.

The input type of a node is a Cartesian product of its argument types. If we
allow variable arity of each type, the input type is instead defined as

t =
n∏︂

i=1
tki
i ,

where ti is a specific type, ki is its arity and ∀i = 1 . . . n − 1, ti ̸= ti+1. The
representation is defined in a general way as to allow ensembles with groups of
arguments. The ensemble methods used in this work (Table 3.1) are all relatively
simple, but in future extensions, more complex cases may be added.

The actual arity is determined just when the node is about to be inserted into
the tree. The range of possible arities is specified by an interval which may or
may not have an upper bound. If the upper bound is not provided, the values
are limited by a global arity limit (max arity in Algorithm 4) to avoid bloat of
the trees.

Method hyperparameters Every node has a list of possible values per hy-
perparameter associated with it. During initialization, the actual values are ran-
domly selected from every list. The validity is not verified in this phase, instead
it is handled in the evaluation phase (section 3.2).

3.1.3 Genetic operators
In our system, we use one type of crossover and three different types of mutation.
The crossover is the standard strongly typed subtree-swap operation, as described
in section 1.4.1. The first mutation type is the subtree mutation, which is used to
replace whole parts of the pipeline with new structures. The other two mutation
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Algorithm 5: Input type arity comparison
Data: type t with fixed arities, type t′ with variable arities
Result: true if t can be equal to t′

1

2 if the number of subtypes of t and t′ differs:
3 return false
4

5 for i in range(n):
6 if arity of ti is not in the arity interval of t′

i:
7 return false
8 return true

types are more conservative: the point mutation replaces a random node of the
tree with a new one, while the node argument mutation randomly changes a
hyperparameter of a node. The mutation operators will be described in more
detail in the following paragraphs.

Subtree mutation This mutation type is in the most ‘aggressive’ mutation
type in this system, as it greatly alters the structure of a pipeline. As defined in
section 1.4.1, in subtree mutation a chosen subtree is replaced with a randomly
generated tree. In our implementation we moreover limit the height of the gen-
erated tree. For height h of the subtree, the height of the newly generated tree
must be between [1, h + ϵ] for a small value of ϵ. This way we ensure that for
small subtrees the new subtree may be slightly higher and for big subtrees the
overall height should not increase too much. In other words, we try to minimize
the bloat induced by this operation.

Point mutation The point mutation enables to change only one step of the
pipeline while preserving the overall structure. In this mutation, a randomly
chosen node is replaced with a new node. Both output and input types must
match. Moreover, if the new node supports variable arity, we must compare the
subtypes one by one, as depicted in 5. For this type of mutation, any lower bound
of any arity must be greater than zero.

Node argument mutation This type of mutation changes one hyperparame-
ter of a random node — chooses a new value from the list of possible values. On
some problem instances, this mutation is essential (as shown in experiment 4.2),
because it directly searches the hyperparameter space of a single pipeline. There
are many possibilities in how to improve this operator, which could significantly
improve the results of our system. These will be part of future research of our
system.

3.1.4 Fitness and selection
To compute the fitness, the individuals are decoded into scikit-learn pipelines as
described in section 3.1.1 (individual encoding). The specific machine learning
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methods which are used in the pipelines along with evaluation details are listed
in the following section.

The fitness has two objectives — the evaluation score and logarithmized eval-
uation time. The enviromental selection is done via the NSGA-II operator (de-
scribed in section 1.3.2), and the parent selection is a tournament selection based
on individual dominance and crowding distance. This approach allows us to
prefer simpler yet well-performing pipelines, as complex ensemble methods are
typically time-consuming.

It may happen that some pipeline fails to run, for example due to an unsup-
ported hyperparameter combination. In that case, the individual is discarded
and a new one is generated. If the next individual is not valid either, the process
is repeated until a valid individual is generated.

3.2 Evaluation and performance estimation
In this section we elaborate on the evaluation process. First we present the
pipelines and used methods in more detail. Then we present the evaluation and
a performance estimation method which was used to decrease the running time.

3.2.1 Used machine learning methods
We use the scikit-learn implementation of pipelines. An arbitrary pipeline consists
of multiple transformer steps and one predictor step, which is either an ensemble
or a base-learner. Any machine learning method that complies to the scikit-learn
API can act as a pipeline step [Buitinck et al., 2013]. Regression is supported
by the system as well, but in this work we focus only on classification problems.
Tables 3.3, 3.4 and 3.5 show all machine learning methods present in the default
configuration. Every method has a list of hyperparameter values associated with
it. These are optimized during the process of evolution; if a hyperparameter is
not present, it will be always set to its default value. The list has been created
by slightly extending the hyperparameter list used by Křen et al. [2017] in the
AutoML system mentioned in section 2.

Table 3.3: Used classifiers with hyperparameters

KNeighborsClassifier

n neighbors [1, 2, 5]
algorithm [’auto’, ’ball tree’, ’kd tree’, ’brute’]

LinearSVC

loss [hinge,squared hinge]
penalty [l1,l2]
C [0.1,0.5,1.0,2,5,10,15]
tol [0.0001,0.001,0.01]

SVC

C [0.1,0.5,1.0,2,5,10,15]
gamma [scale,0.0001,0.001,0.01,0.1,0.5]
tol [0.0001,0.001,0.01]

LogisticRegression
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penalty [l1,l2]
C [0.1,0.5,1.0,2,5,10,15]
tol [0.0001,0.001,0.01]
solver [newton-cg,lbfgs,liblinear,sag,saga]

Perceptron

penalty [None,l2,l1,elasticnet]
n iter [1,2,5,10,100]
alpha [0.0001,0.001,0.01]

SGDClassifier

penalty [none,l2,l1,elasticnet]
loss [hinge,log,modified huber,squared hinge,perceptron]
max iter [10,100,200]
tol [0.0001,0.001,0.01]
alpha [0.0001,0.001,0.01]
l1 ratio [0,0.15,0.5,1]
epsilon [0.01,0.05,0.1,0.5]
learning rate [constant,optimal]
eta0 [0.01,0.1,0.5]
power t [0.1,0.5,1,2]

PassiveAggressiveClassifier

loss [hinge,squared hinge]
C [0.1,0.5,1.0,2,5,10,15]

LinearDiscriminantAnalysis

solver [lsqr,eigen]
shrinkage [None,auto,0.1,0.5,1.0]

QuadraticDiscriminantAnalysis

reg param [0.0,0.1,0.5,1]
tol [0.0001,0.001,0.01]

MLPClassifier

activation [identity,logistic,relu]
solver [lbfgs,sgd,adam]
alpha [0.0001,0.001,0.01]
learning rate [constant,invscaling,adaptive]
tol [0.0001,0.001,0.01]
max iter [10,100,200]
learning rate init [0.0001,0.001,0.01]
power t [0.1,0.5,1,2]
momentum [0.1,0.5,0.9]
hidden layer sizes [(100,),(50,),(20,),(10,)]

DecisionTreeClassifier

criterion [gini,entropy]
max features [0.05,0.1,0.25,0.5,0.75,1]
max depth [1,2,5,10,15,25,50,100]
min samples split [2,5,10,20]
min samples leaf [1,2,5,10,20]

GaussianNB

-

GradientBoostingClassifier

loss [deviance,exponential]
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n estimators [20,50,100,200]
subsample [0.3,0.5,0.75,1.0]

RandomForestClassifier

n estimators [10,50,100,150,200]

ExtraTreesClassifier

n estimators [10,50,100,150,200]

Table 3.4: Used preprocessors with hyperparameters

NMF

feat frac [0.01,0.05,0.1,0.25,0.5,0.75,1]
solver [cd,mu]

FactorAnalysis

feat frac [0.01,0.05,0.1,0.25,0.5,0.75,1]

FastICA

feat frac [0.01,0.05,0.1,0.25,0.5,0.75,1]

PCA

feat frac [0.01,0.05,0.1,0.25,0.5,0.75,1]
whiten [False,True]

SelectKBest

feat frac [0.01,0.05,0.1,0.25,0.5,0.75,1]
score func [feature selection.chi2,feature selection.f classif]

MaxAbsScaler

-

MinMaxScaler

-

Normalizer

-

StandardScaler

-

Note: feat frac is an artificial feature which represents a fraction of total
feature count; it is converted to n components or k respectively

Table 3.5: Used ensembles with hyperparameters

AdaBoostClassifier

n estimators [5, 10, 50, 100, 200]
algorithm [SAMME, SAMME.R]

BaggingClassifier

n estimators [5, 10, 50, 100, 200]

VotingClassifier

voting [hard]
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3.2.2 Scoring and sampling
The score is computed by running the pipeline on the dataset using the scikit-learn
scorer interface [scikit-learn, 2019]. The default score is predictive accuracy, but
other metrics are supported as well. There are multiple evaluation strategies to
choose from. The default strategy is the k-fold cross-validation. In this evaluation
method, the dataset is split into k parts and in every ‘fold’, one part is used as
the testing set and the rest is used as the training set. Every part is used exactly
once, hence we obtain k different scores which are then averaged into a final score.
Another evaluation strategy is to provide as separate validation set for scoring
purpose, while using the original dataset for training.

If the number of examples is small enough, it is possible to use the whole
dataset for evaluation. On larger datasets though, the duration time may be too
long even for a small number of fitness evaluations. As such, it is necessary to
decrease the evaluation time of a single pipeline. We use one of the performance
estimation methods mentioned in section 1.2.3 — evaluation on smaller subsets
of data.

The strategy is as follows: we generate stratified random samples of the origi-
nal dataset. The samples are either generated per generation or per every fitness
evaluation. Both approaches were compared in experiment 4.1; although we
have not shown any significant difference between the methods, the results had
a greater variance if the sample was generated for every individual evaluation. A
possible explanation is that if we generate a sample per generation, the fitness of
individuals from a single generation is directly comparable, but in the second case
all samples are different and one fitness value may have a diametrically different
meaning than another. More flexible sampling and evaluation methods should be
developed in future extensions of the system as to improve the overall results.

As the samples are typically much smaller than the whole dataset, the score
is computed as a (stratified) k-fold cross-validation on a sample.

3.3 Implementation
The source code of our system is available in a public GitHub repository [Su-
chopárová, 2019]. For the machine-learning side of the implementation we used
scikit-learn [Pedregosa et al., 2011].

We extended the Pipeline class in order to enable usage of pipelines as base-
learners (some ensembles require predict proba which is not available on stan-
dard pipelines). A meta-transformer was also added to provide conversion be-
tween feat frac and n components or k hyperparameters respectively (as re-
flected in Table 3.4).

The components of the evolutionary algorithm were managed by the tools
provided by the library DEAP [Fortin et al., 2012]. However, although DEAP
supports genetic programming, the primitives cannot be created with variable ar-
ity, hence we reimplemented the concept. For parallelization of fitness evaluations
we used the library Joblib [Joblib, 2019].
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3.3.1 Configurability
The system can be customised by following configuration hyperparameters:

• population size

• number of generations

• maximum tree height

• maximum arity (global for all nodes)

• timeout per individual evaluation (results in invalid score)

• evaluation strategy

• recombination probabilities from algorithm 3

• custom scorer (according to scikit-learn API)

A set of scripts designed for testing of the system is also included in the project
repository.
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4. Experiments
In this chapter, we present results of three experiments which we carried out in
order to estimate the performance of our system and to explore different hyperpa-
rameter settings. The outcomes of these experiments can determine the direction
of future research on our system and enable us to compare it with reference data.

The first two experiments were aimed at discovering relations between partic-
ular hyperparameter settings. In the first experiment (section 4.1) we compare
the two sampling strategies which were presented in section 3.2.2. The second
experiment focuses on genetic operators; we tried to determine whether the result
changes if we turn one of these operators off (section 4.2).

The goal of the last experiment was to evaluate our system on benchmark
datasets and compare the results with reference data (section 4.3). We used the
OpenML-CC18 benchmarking suite for this purpose [van Rijn, 2019].

4.1 Sampling strategies
In section 3.2.2 we presented two different performance estimation strategies
aimed at reducing the evaluation time. Both methods are based on sampling
of the full dataset, but the generation of the samples differs — either a sample
of the original dataset is generated for every individual evaluation (per-ind), or
only once per generation (per-gen), and it is shared by all individuals. The goal
of this experiment was to test whether one approach is better and, if possible, to
compare it with evaluation on the complete dataset (the full strategy).

The strategies were tested on three different datasets:

• wilt — Medium size dataset (4839 instances, 6 features), the task is to detect
diseased trees in image segments. There are two target classes: ‘w’ (diseased
trees) and ‘n’ (all other land cover). The dataset is heavily unbalanced; only
261 instances of the ‘w’ class are present [Johnson et al., 2013].

• wine-quality-white — Medium size dataset (4898 instances, 12 features),
the features represent properties of a particular Portuguese wine. Each of
the wines has been graded by three experts according to sensory properties,
the target value is a median of these grades. The task is to predict the target
grading (1–7), which may be either a classification or a regression task. We
solve it as a classification task [Cortez et al., 2009].

• MagicTelescope (magic) — Large dataset (19020 instances, 12 features) the
task is to determine whether the data produced by the Cherenkov gamma
telescope describes a ‘signal’ or only ‘background data’ [Bock et al., 2004].

Setting The sample size was chosen proportionally to the dataset size to suffi-
ciently reduce the running time — 1

4 of all instances in case of the medium-sized
datasets and 1

20 for the magic dataset. During the evolution, the individual fitness
was computed as 5-fold cross-validation on the samples, or on the full dataset re-
spectively. The final evaluation method of resulting optimized pipelines was 10
times 10-fold cross-validation on the full dataset.
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Table 4.1: System hyperparameters for the sampling experiment

Hyperparameter Value

population size 200
maximum generation 15
crossover probability 0.5
subtree mutation probability 0.3
node argument mutation probability 0.6
node mutation probability 0.3
maximum tree height 5
timeout per method 7 minutes
group weights default

Hyperparameter settings of the system are presented in Table 4.1, their in-
fluence on the system is discussed in Chapter 3. For the wilt dataset we used
Cohen’s kappa as the scoring method [Cohen, 1960]. Cohen’s kappa is a statistic
used to measure agreement of the classifier with the ‘ground truth’, with values
ranging from -1.0 to 1.0. Value of -1.0 corresponds to complete disagreement,
1.0 to complete agreement and 0.0 is equivalent to random guessing. The reason
why this more specific statistic was used is that due to wilt being an unbalanced
dataset, the cross-validation accuracy score is close to 1.0 and differences between
run results may not be apparent. With Cohen’s kappa having a wider range of
values, the differences can be observed in more detail.

Table 4.2: Boxplot statistics of the sample experiment (magic)

minimum median confidence interval maximum eval. time1

per gen 0.8645 0.8792 (0.8773, 0.8811) 0.882 28 min
per ind 0.8720 0.8795 (0.8772, 0.8819) 0.882 34 min
1Evaluation time of the first generation

Table 4.3: Boxplot statistics of the sample experiment (wilt)

minimum median confidence interval maximum eval. time1

full 0.8695 0.8798 (0.8736, 0.8861) 0.8908 25 min
per gen 0.8684 0.8730 (0.8699, 0.8760) 0.8878 11 min
per ind 0.8661 0.8736 (0.8708, 0.8764) 0.8877 6 min
1Evaluation time of the first generation

Results For each run we have chosen 5 pipelines with the highest score from
the Pareto front, or the full Pareto front if it had been shorter than 5 pipelines.
These pipelines were again evaluated using the 10-fold cross-validation. Finally,
the maximum of the scores was chosen. Figures 4.1, 4.2 and 4.3 visualize the
distribution of the 10 scores per strategy. Relevant statistics of the boxplots
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Table 4.4: Boxplot statistics of the sample experiment (wine-quality-white)

minimum median confidence interval maximum eval. time1

full 0.5524 0.7059 (0.6491, 0.7627) 0.7097 53 min
per gen 0.5295 0.5391 (0.5372, 0.5409) 0.5518 27 min
per ind 0.5340 0.5380 (0.5343, 0.5417) 0.5454 35 min
1Evaluation time of the first generation

are listed in Tables 4.2, 4.3, 4.4. We also list the evaluation times of the first
generation in the tables. As the evaluation time greatly depends on generated
pipelines, the differences in running times are subject to random fluctuations and
are listed only for illustration.

In the figures, middle line of the boxplot represents the median, while notches
determine the 95% confidence interval of the median. The whiskers determine
the minimum and maximum values respectively (without outliers). The lower
and upper edges of the box represent the first and the third quartile respectively.

In all of the experiments we found no statistically significant difference be-
tween per-gen and per-ind methods. However, not counting the outliers, per-ind
method had a greater variance in all three cases.

The full strategy has been shown to be significantly better on the wine-quality-
white dataset. On the wilt dataset, although most of the scores resulting from
the full method were better than results of the methods using sampling, the 95%
confidence intervals of all strategies overlap. As such, it is not possible to say that
the full method is significantly better than the sampling. In addition to that, its
result scores had a great variance in both cases.

The overall conclusion from this experiment is that on small datasets, or when
the longer duration is not overly limiting, the full method should be preferred.

Figure 4.1: Comparison of strategies on the magic dataset
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Figure 4.2: Comparison of strategies on the wilt dataset

Figure 4.3: Comparison of strategies on the wine-quality-white dataset
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In other cases the per-gen method with a reasonable sample size is a good com-
promise.

4.2 Combinations of genetic operators
The goal of this experiment was to test whether the absence of some genetic
operators influences the result score. The motivation is that if we observe a
significant difference in results, we can focus on improving a particular genetic
operator or alter the default probability settings.

We used two datasets with different properties:

• wilt — Medium sized dataset, see section 4.1

• climate-model-simulation-crashes (climate) — Small dataset (540 instances,
21 features), the task is to predict whether a particular climate model sim-
ulation crashes due to numerical or other reasons [Lucas et al., 2013].

Setting As described in section 3.1.3, there is one crossover operator and three
mutation operators — the point mutation (or node mutation), subtree mutation
and hyperparameter mutation. The following sub-experiments were performed:

• all — all genetic operators included

• no-arg — hyperparameter mutation turned off

• no-cx — crossover turned off

• no-node — node mutation turned off

• no-subtree — subtree crossover turned off

• nothing – all genetic operators turned off

In every sub-experiment all operators that are not excluded keep their default
probabilities. The probabilities and other system hyperparameter settings are
listed in Table 4.5, with a more detailed explanation of their meaning in Chapter 3.
Sample size for the wilt dataset was the same as in section 4.1, the evaluation
strategy was per-gen. We did not use any sampling with the climate dataset, as it
has only a small number of samples and features. For fitness computation we used
the 5-fold cross-validation. Final evaluation and data collection was the same as
in the previous experiment — for each run we have chosen 5 pipelines with the
highest score from the Pareto front (or less, if the Pareto front was smaller).
These pipelines were once again evaluated using the 10-fold cross-validation. The
maximum of the scores was chosen as the overall result of the run.

Results The results of this experiment are depicted in Figures 4.4 and 4.5, with
boxplot statistics listed in Tables 4.6 and 4.7. Again, the evaluation time of the
first generation is listed only for illustration purpose.

In case of the wilt dataset, only the ‘no-arg’ method did not introduce any
improvement when compared to results from the setting with no genetic operators
(‘nothing’). This probably means that the hyperparameter mutation is essential
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Table 4.5: System hyperparameters for the genetic operator experiment

Hyperparameter Value

population size 200
maximum generation 15
crossover probability 0.5
subtree mutation probability 0.3
node argument mutation probability 0.6
node mutation probability 0.3
maximum tree height 5
timeout per method 7 minutes
group weights default

on this dataset — in fact, the best pipelines usually contained a SVC, which relies
heavily on hyperparameter optimization [Feurer et al., 2015].

The ‘no-node’ configuration was significantly better than almost all other
methods on the climate dataset (some of the confidence interval slightly overlap
though). The reason of this is not apparent and this behaviour may be one of
the subjects of future research.

The confidence intervals of medians of the ‘nothing’ method and of the other
methods, except for the ‘no-node’ setting on climate dataset, overlap. A possible
explanation may be that there still is a chance that a good individual is found
during the initialization, thus producing a better final score. The conclusion is
that the genetic operators and corresponding probabilities need to be tuned to
reliably produce better pipelines than those generated in the first generation.

Table 4.6: Boxplot statistics of the genetic operators experiment (wilt)

minimum median confidence interval maximum eval. time1

all 0.8658 0.8749 (0.8711, 0.8786) 0.8820 9 min
no-arg 0.8526 0.8694 (0.8684, 0.8703) 0.8794 7 min
no-cx 0.8499 0.8748 (0.8715, 0.8781) 0.8875 10 min
no-node 0.8664 0.8747 (0.8721, 0.8772) 0.8864 10 min
no-subtree 0.8675 0.8738 (0.8706, 0.8770) 0.8850 4 min
nothing 0.8434 0.8659 (0.8585, 0.8734) 0.8787 3 min
1Evaluation time of the first generation

4.3 OpenML-CC18 benchmarking suite
OpenML is a machine learning environment designed for sharing of machine learn-
ing problem data [Vanschoren et al., 2013]. It provides a variety of datasets along
with tasks and metadata of past runs. The data is accessible via APIs avail-
able for several programming languages, notably Python or R [OpenML, 2019].
OpenML classifies the components of solving a machine learning problem into
following categories:
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Figure 4.4: Test of genetic operators on the wilt dataset

Figure 4.5: Test of genetic operators on the climate dataset
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Table 4.7: Boxplot statistics of the genetic operators experiment (climate)

minimum median confidence interval maximum eval. time1

all 0.9112 0.9167 (0.9135, 0.9200) 0.9280 2 min
no-arg 0.9149 0.9159 (0.9140, 0.9177) 0.9296 9 min
no-cx 0.9111 0.9168 (0.9152, 0.9184) 0.9242 8 min
no-node 0.9149 0.9223 (0.9199, 0.9247) 0.9259 8 min
no-subtree 0.9112 0.9177 (0.9155, 0.9200) 0.9316 5 min
nothing 0.9055 0.9149 (0.9133, 0.9165) 0.9185 2 min
1Evaluation time of the first generation

• Datasets — The datasets are stored along with description and other meta-
data.

• Tasks — A task is associated with a particular dataset. An example of a
task is 10 times 10-fold cross-validation on the dataset.

• Flows — A flow describes a specific machine learning algorithm.

• Runs — A run is a record of a flow with specified hyperparameters applied
to a task.

There are also several concept in development, like a study, which is a collection
of data from above-mentioned categories.

In this experiment we have used a study named OpenML-CC18 [van Rijn,
2019]. This collection is a set of classification tasks created for the purpose of
practical benchmarking. It contains 72 datasets which have been frequently used
in recently published benchmarks and also satisfy several criteria, like a limit on
instance count or reasonable task difficulty. The full list of criteria can be found
in the OpenML documentation [OpenML, 2019]. Every dataset is associated with
one task — a 10-fold cross-validation. Majority of the tasks has already a great
number of runs recorded along it, therefore the suite can be used as reference
data for our runs.

Setting In order to reduce the overall running time, sample size has been chosen
according to dataset size, as can be seen in Table 4.8. If the product of feature
count and instance count was less than 10, 000, no sampling was performed.
The sizes were chosen in a heuristic manner by examining duration of runs from
section 4.1 and 4.2.

Table 4.9 lists hyperparameter settings (their purpose is described in Chap-
ter 3) for all of the benchmark runs. Although we showed in section 4.1 that
the per-ind method had a greater variance, it was used here as this experiment
preceded the sample experiment. For fitness computation, we used 5-fold cross-
validation on a sample. The final evaluation was the 10-fold cross-validation on
the full dataset as specified by the task definition. Also, before every run we per-
formed imputation of missing values, because our system does not yet perform
this preprocessing. We imputed the mean in case of numerical features and the
median in case of categorical features.
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Table 4.8: Sample size in relation to the dataset size (OpenML-CC18 experiment)

Row count limit Sample size

small, less than 10, 000 entries1 1.0
1, 000 0.5
5, 000 0.25
10, 000 0.1
20, 000 0.05
large, less than 10 features 0.02
large, more than 10 features 0.01
1Datasets of small number of features and instances were not sampled

Table 4.9: System hyperparameters for the OpenML-CC18 experiment

Hyperparameter Value

population size 200
maximum generation 15
crossover probability 0.5
subtree mutation probability 0.3
node argument mutation probability 0.6
node mutation probability 0.3
maximum tree height 5
timeout per method 7 minutes
evaluation strategy per-ind
evaluation metric predictive accuracy
group weights default

Results Figures 4.6, 4.7, 4.8 and 4.9 show the results of our runs compared
with results of runs uploaded to OpenML. For every dataset we have done only
one run due to time limitations. For each run we have evaluated top 3 pipelines
from the Pareto front and selected the maximum score. Data from runs uploaded
to OpenML were extracted using the OpenML python API [OpenML-API, 2019].

The boxplots represent the distribution of predictive accuracies from all runs
on a particular dataset, while the red circle marks the score of our run. It should
be noted that the number of runs varies greatly between different datasets; some
datasets are associated with more than 100, 000 runs, while others only with
hundreds of runs or even less. Thus, the appearance of some boxplots may be
skewed. Full statistics can be found on the OpenML web page or using the
OpenML API [van Rijn, 2019, OpenML, 2019].

As can be seen from the plots, on most of the benchmark datasets our systems
found a pipeline which scored above the upper quartile or only slightly below it.
In some cases the score was equal or very close to the overall maximum. On the
madelon dataset we found a pipeline which performed better than the maximum
run score recorded in OpenML.

The datasets which were problematic for our system were notably CIFAR-10
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and the jungle chess1 dataset. The jungle chess dataset is associated with only
about 3, 700 runs on only few flows. Most of the flow pipelines contained a SVC,
which performed particularly well on this dataset. Thus, our system did not find
the optimal SVC hyperparameter configuration (or a better pipeline), but we
cannot determine the relation to other yet to be tested flows.

In case of the CIFAR-10 dataset, there were only 76 runs. Moreover, most of
the runs were from flows representing keras models [Chollet et al., 2015]. These
are deep neural networks with a very large hyperparameter configuration space
and several layers, which is beyond the scope of our system as we use only machine
learning methods from scikit-learn.

Our system also performed less well on some small datasets. Usually, a more
complex model was one of the individuals with the biggest fitness, but the re-
sulting score was lower than the score of some simpler models. This may have
happened due to overfitting, and should be solved in following versions of our
system by employing a more elaborate evaluation method.

1Full dataset name, as in OpenML: jungle chess 2pcs raw endgame complete
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Conclusion
The main result of our work is the design of an AutoML system for automatic su-
pervised learning pipeline optimization. Using the developmental GP, we created
a general encoding of scikit-learn pipelines that converts a DAG pipeline into a
tree representation.

The encoding was designed in an extensible way. The list of used methods
can be easily extended with more ensembles and methods that comply to the
scikit-learn API. We also implemented a tree individual that, compared to the
DEAP tree individual, supports variable arity of nodes.

We introduced several bloat-reducing approaches. The grow method of the
GP was modified to initialize less branched trees, which were more suitable for
representation of pipelines. We also employed a weighted node selection, which
prefers simpler methods. That way, we avoided nested ensembles which are com-
putationally demanding, but do not significantly improve the score.

To decrease the running time of the optimization, we implemented some per-
formance estimation strategies based on sampling. A sample of the input dataset
was either created once per generation or per individual evaluation. The two
strategies were then tested in the first experiment on two medium size dataset
and one large dataset. The results of the experiment did not show any noticeable
difference in the two approaches, but implied that by generating a sample for
every evaluation, we increase the variance of results.

For the evolutionary optimization itself, we designed specific genetic oper-
ators. The subtree crossover and subtree mutation greatly alter the structure
of the pipeline. The point mutation changes only one method of the pipeline
while preserving the architecture. Finally, the node argument mutation changes
a random hyperparameter of a random node, thus targeting the CASH problem.

To test whether the absence of a certain genetic operator influences the final
result, we carried out the second experiment, where we turned the operators off
one at a time. With this settings, we have done several runs on a small dataset
and on a medium sized unbalanced dataset. The results of the experiments have
shown that on the medium sized dataset, the hyperparameter mutation is essential
for obtaining good results. On the second dataset, turning off the point mutation
produced significantly better results. This behaviour is to be subject of future
research. Finally, in all cases the results were better than the simple case where
all genetic operators were turned off.

In the last experiment, we evaluated the performance on the system on the
OpenML-CC18 benchmark suite. We ran the evolutionary optimization on each
of the 72 datasets of the benchmark, while using one of the sampling strategies.
Three best pipelines were evaluated and the maximum of the scores was chosen
as the final output. We then compared our results with the statistic of runs
uploaded to OpenML. Overall, on most datasets our system performed better
than the upper quartile of OpenML runs or only slightly below it. In one case,
our system outperformed all runs uploaded to OpenML.

In future extensions of our system, there are several concepts which are to be
explored. As has been shown in the second experiment, the mutation of hyperpa-
rameters may significantly improve the results. As such, it would be suitable to
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employ a better optimization strategy that a simple selection of values from a list.
One possibility would be to use the evolutionary strategies, which is a subfield of
evolutionary algorithms particularly suited for continuous optimization. Another
option is to create a Bayesian optimization method inspired by existing AutoML
systems. Moreover, some additional methods may yield promising results, no-
tably hill-climbing or mutation of multiple hyperparameters at once. As shown
in experiment 2, it is necessary to further optimize the genetic operators. Again,
more sophisticated methods could lead to interesting pipeline architectures. A
related problem is the setting of weights used for initialization, which should be
thoroughly explored.

To extend the methods used in the pipelines, a stacking estimator should be
added to the primitive set, as it may lead to very promising results. Also, we
should focus more on the data preprocessing methods, as users of this system
still need to perform some initial encoding and imputation of missing data. Our
system should be then compared with existing AutoML methods on suitable
benchmark data.
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